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SPSP-MCQIC
The Maternity and Children Quality Improvement Collaborative (MCQIC) aims to improve outcomes and reduce
inequalities in outcomes by providing a safe, high quality care experience for all women, babies and families
across maternity, neonatal and paediatric care settings in Scotland. MCQIC is part of the Scottish Patient Safety
Programme (SPSP). Since the launch in 2013, the programme has demonstrated broad engagement with boards
and some excellent pieces of work which show considerable promise in making Neonatal Services in Scotland
safer.
With the extension of funding until 2019, the programme will now look to:
- Consolidate and support existing good practice around improvement and harm reduction
- Continue to promote and support the use of data for improvement
- Focus on a number of core measures supported by partnership agreements
The MCQIC Neonatal Care programme will continue to use a data collection strategy that will allow you to
identify solutions and track the impact of changes over time. The resulting data should give you confidence that
you are identifying and impacting a large percentage of the harm events occurring in your board, without
requiring that you spend all of your time or resources collecting data. With this in mind we are encouraging all
areas to share the data with the teams involved in generating it for learning and development.
The SPSP ambition is to ensure “people using health and social care services are safe from harm ‘in line with
Scottish Government’s National Health and Wellbeing Outcome 7. Prevention of harm is central to the
ambition. Key to this is improving outcomes for people by preventing, recognising and responding to
deterioration in any care setting. The SPSP ambition has 3 core themes. These themes are drivers within the
MCQIC programme.
Medicines
Support of safer use if medicines across the health
and social care settings in Scotland

Deterioration
Improve Outcomes for people by preventing,
recognising or responding to deterioration in any
care setting.

Prevention

Harm

Recognition

Response

System Enablers
Involving people in safety involves them to make
informed decisions of their safety.

System Enablers

The change model used by the Scottish Patient Safety Programme is the Model for Improvement. This section
includes guidance in the application of this as well as references to the text books used to support this work. Each
neonatal unit has been provided with a copy of The Improvement Guide which is referenced.
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Guidance on Testing, Implementing and Spreading
The following is some guidance on the differences between testing, implementing and
spreading.
The Model for Improvement
The 3 questions:
1. What are we trying to accomplish?
2. How will we know that a change is an improvement?
3. What change can we make that will result in improvement?
How?
Plan Do Study Act (PDSA) cycles
Testing (The Improvement Guide, Chapter 7, p 139)
Tests should be designed so that as little time, money and risk as possible are invested while at the
same time enough is learned to move towards full scale implementation of the change.
There are 3 main principles to testing:
1. If possible keep your tests on a small scale initially and increase the scale of the test on the
basis of learning.
2. As the scale of the test is expanded, include differing conditions in your test (e.g. a test at 9
am on a Monday morning will differ from a test run at 2am on a Saturday night).
3. Plan the test, including the collection of data.
Small scale does not mean small change but refers to the initial extent of the test.
The concept of ‘degree of belief’ is used to describe one’s conviction that the change will lead to an
improvement in the future. The “Degree of belief” concept is related to the amount of confidence that
the “team” have that the test will be successful, increased confidence in the concept of testing will
consequently increase the teams confidence in the methodology.
Low “Degree of belief” within the testing team and the wider observing team can act as a barrier to
progressing change – keeping the tests small will help to increase confidence in testing and the
methodology.
Testing involves the team conducting a sequence of PDSA test cycles, these can be quickly
accelerated to increase the rate of improvement again as confidence grows in the methodology.
Multiple tests can be run on the same day.
Using rapid testing, interrogating the results from multiple tests and using the learning to guide future
tests are referred to as multiple ramps. Knowledge of the subject matter is important in studying the
results of tests of a change. It is essential to analyse the data from your tests – using run charts, this
will provide the team with graphical display of the results of tests and can again be used to develop
the degree of belief in the proposed change and the methodology.
Testing before implementing is almost always important for successful implementation.
Staff training, putting resources in place (e.g. printing thousands of information leaflets), updating
guidelines are not part of the testing phase. These relate to the implementation phase when the data
from the testing phase confirms that a change is an improvement.
Implementation (The Improvement Guide, Chapter 8, p 173)
Implementation is about how to make a change an integral part of the system. A common mistake is
to go straight to implementation and skip testing. This is the traditional ‘spray and pray’ approach –
update the guideline, communicate to staff and hope it is followed.
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Implementation should be managed as a series of cycles.
Once improvements are implemented, practices need to be established to ensure the change
becomes the normal way the business is run. Some of the practices that help make improvements
permanent in an organisation are standardisation, documentation, training, measurement, and
appropriate resourcing. Periodic self audits can be useful in determining whether these practices are
being followed.
The increased permanence of a change associated with moving from testing to implementation is
usually accompanied by increased awareness of and reaction to the change.
Many of the ways in which people are motivated to support a change begin before implementation is
started.
The difference between testing and implementing
Implementation of a change often requires new forms, training, and a piece of equipment, updating a
guideline or protocol or something else that requires resources to be allocated. The consideration of
the resources required to implement is the difference between testing and implementing. Testing is
done ‘small scale’, where resourcing is not an issue.
Understanding how a proposed change will be maintained should be part of the implementation plan.
Consider the following:
-

Will the change have a small or large effect on the system?
Who has the authority to implement the change?
How will the change be communicated?
How will improvements and learning be shared with other departments?
Is training and education required?
What will be the process for updating guidelines, measurements, etc?
Consider the role of information technology?
Use the Implementation Checklist (The Improvement Guide, Figure 8.1, p. 185)

Spreading (The Improvement Guide, Chapter 9, p 195)
Spreading improvement means having people implement good ideas beyond some initial locations.
Spread is supported by the improvement capabilities of testing and implementing a change, but now
multiples sites are involved so execution is more complex.
For the spread of new ideas to happen in a timely fashion, the spread process needs to be managed
(NB Project Plan).
Spread is founded on communication to raise awareness, attract “adopters” who colleagues who are
interested in the topic and will progress the change and share the technical content with them.
For a spread plan to be effective the project lead should assign people who are recognised to be
effective change agents to the work and allocate them sufficient time.
Adopters will usually progress through stages of change, from awareness to decision to act and from
decision to act to action. The role of the spread team is to develop communication tactics to assist
adopters to make these transitions.
People within the leadership team who are influencers or opinion leaders in the system where the
change is to take place, serve as the best messengers. It is important to remember that the
influencers and opinion leaders may not always be the people who have authority. Opinion leaders
can have a compelling story to tell which demonstrates the benefits of adopting the change.
Making the success of early adopters visible reduces the perceived risk of the majority and makes
their decision to adopt easier. Use the data obtained in early testing, indicating the challenges
overcome and highlighting the successes is an effective way to begin conversations.
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Table of measures
Deterioration and harm
Safe, effective and reliable care
MVO1

Rate of unplanned extubations / 1000 ventilation days

Outcome

MVO1db

Days between unplanned extubations

Days between

MVO2

Rate of failed extubations / 1000 ventilation days

Outcome

MVO2db

Days between failed extubations

Days between

MVO3

% of patients receiving respiratory support who develop an associated pressure sore or tissue
damage

Outcome

MVO3db

days between patients who receive respiratory support developing an associated pressure sore
or tissue damage

Days between

MVP1

% compliance with respiratory support bundle

Process

ILO2

Rate of unplanned removal or dislodged CVC / 1000 central line days

Outcome

ILO4

Rate of infants with infiltration injury per 1000 cot days

Outcome

ILO4db

Days between infiltration injury

Days between

ILP2i

% compliance with peripheral vascular catheter (PVC) insertion bundle

Process

ILP2m

% compliance with peripheral vascular catheter (PVC) maintenance bundle

Process

DO1

Rate of late onset infection/ 1,000 neonatal cot days

Outcome

DO1db

Days between late onset infection

Days between

DP1

% of newborn infants receiving all components of the Sepsis bundle

Process

DO3

% of at-risk observations identified that are appropriately acted upon in post-natal ward

Outcome

DO4

% of at-risk observations identified that are appropriately acted upon before admission to
neonatal unit

Outcome

DP4

% of term infants admitted to neonatal unit not previously identified as "at risk"

Process

NO1

% of newborn infants discharged on breast milk

Outcome

NP1

% compliance with nutrition bundle

Process

SO1

% of newborn infants with completed newborn screening as per policy

Outcome

SO2

% of blood transfusions undertaken without pre-transfusion checklist-OneSpot

Outcome
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SO3

% of newborn infants who are not screened for retinopathy of immaturity

Outcome

SO4

% of high risk newborn infants who are not referred for hip screening

Outcome

SO5

% of high risk newborn infants who are not referred for hearing screening

Outcome

SP1

% of newborn infants with new born screening bundle

Process

SP2

% compliance with pre-transfusion checklist – OneSpot

Process

HRMO1

% prescriptions of [identify drug] were correct concentration, rate & dose

Outcome

HRMO2db

Days between incidents involving high risk drugs

Days between

HRMGO1

% of gentamicin levels within therapeutic range

Outcome

HRMGP1a

% compliance with gentamicin bundle

Process

HRMGP1b

% prescriptions (gentamicin) which have correct dose & frequency

Process

HRMVO1

% of vancomycin levels within therapeutic range

Outcome

HRMVP1

% compliance with vancomycin bundle

Process

Medicines

System Enablers
Teamwork, communication and collaboration
TP1

% of exchanges that use a high quality SBAR

Process

TP2

% compliance with the daily safety brief bundle

Process

TP3

% of newborn infants with a documented consultation with parents by an experienced clinician
of the neonatal team within 24 hours of admission

Process

Leadership and Culture
LP1

Number of safety walk-rounds including hospital & senior leaders

Process

LP2

% of actionable items being completed each month

Process

Person Centred Care
PCO1

% families giving positive feedback

Outcome

PCP1

% of parents / carers providing feedback on their experience of using the neonatal service

Process
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Safe, Effective and Reliable Care
Neonatal Measurement Plan: Reduction in harm resulting from mechanical ventilation
Measure name

Rate of unplanned extubation / 1000 ventilation days

Identifier

MVO1

Primary Driver

Safe, effective and Reliable care

Type

Outcome

Why is this
measure
needed in our
project?

This outcome measure is linked to the reliability of the respiratory care bundle.
Reliable application of the bundle should result in the reduction of unplanned
extubation

Numerator: Total number of unplanned extubations in the month
Measurement
definition

Denominator: Total number of ventilation days in the month
Rate (per 1,000): numerator x 1000
denominator


An unplanned extubation is one where there is no documented decision to
extubate the infant.
A ventilation day is defined as any calendar day or part there of where the
infant is documented to have had an endotracheal tube or tracheostomy tube
insitu

Operational
definition



Exclusions

Non invasively ventilated infants

Stratifiers

None

Data collection
and sampling
method

No sampling. All invasively ventilated infants should be included

Display

Rate (per 1,000 ventilation days). Run chart – monthly reporting OR days between.

Baseline data
available?

No

Goal or target

30% reduction
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Measure
name

Days between unplanned extubations.

Identifier

MVO1db

Primary
Driver

Safe, effective and reliable care

Type

Outcome

Why is this
measure
needed in
our project?

This outcome measure is linked to the reliability of the respiratory support bundle.
Reliable application of the bundle should result in the reduction of unplanned extubations
and therefore prolonged periods of time between events.

Measurement
definition

Count: number of days between unplanned extubations..


Operational
definition

An unplanned extubation is one where there is no documented decision to extubate
the infant.



A ventilation day is defined as any calendar day or part there of where the infant is
documented to have had an endotracheal tube or tracheostomy tube insitu

Exclusions

Non invasively ventilated infants

Stratifiers

Nil

Data
collection
and sampling
method

No sampling. All invasively ventilated infants should be included

Display

Days between

Baseline data
available?

No

Goal or
target

To be agreed locally.
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Measure name

Rate of failed extubations / 1000 ventilation days

Identifier

MVO2

Primary Driver

Safe, effective and Reliable care

Type

Outcome

Why is this
measure
needed in our
project?

Re-intubation due to failed extubation places the infant at increased risk of nosocomial
infection, prolonged ventilatory support, physiological stress of re-intubation and trauma to
upper airways

Numerator: Total number of failed extubations in the month
Measurement
definition

Denominator: Total number of ventilation days in the month
Rate (per 1,000): numerator x 1000
denominator


Operational
definition



A failed extubation is one where the decision has been taken to extubate the infant
and due to deteriorating clinical condition re-intubation is required within the next 6
hours.
A ventilation day is defined as any calendar day or part there of where the infant is
documented to have had an endotracheal tube or tracheostomy tube insitu.

Exclusions

Nil

Stratifiers

Nil

Data collection
and sampling
method

No sampling. All invasively ventilated infants should be included

Display

Rate (per 1,000 ventilation days). Run chart – monthly reporting OR days between.

Baseline data
available?

No

Goal or target

30% reduction
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Measure name

Percentage of infants receiving respiratory support who develop an associated
pressure sore or tissue damage

Identifier

MVO3

Primary Driver

Outcome measure for the neonatal care programme

Type

Outcome

Why is this
measure
needed in our
project?

Pressure sores and tissue damage due to the use of equipment to facilitate ventilatory
support can result in infants requiring corrective surgery and being at risk of acquiring
nosocomial infection.
This outcome measure is linked to the reliability of the respiratory care bundle. Reliable
application of the bundle should result in the reduction of pressure sores and tissue
damage.
Numerator: Number of infants receiving respiratory support who develop an associate
pressure sore or tissue damage

Measurement
definition

Denominator: Total number of infants receiving respiratory support
Percentage: numerator x
denominator

100

Operational
definition

Pressure sore or tissue damage is defined as a grade two or above pressure sore. If units
have a locally defined pressure sore scale which they use the definition of pressure sore is
to be described explicitly and applied consistently.

Exclusions

Infants not receiving respiratory support

Stratifiers

May wish to differentiate between invasive and non-invasive mechanical ventilation

Data collection
and sampling
method

No sampling. All infants receiving respiratory support should be included

Display

Percentage run chart – monthly reporting

Baseline data
available?

Nil

Goal or target

30% reduction
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Measure
name

Days between patients who receive respiratory support developing an associated
pressure sore or tissue damage

Identifier

MVO3db

Primary
Driver

Safe, effective and reliable care

Type

Outcome

Why is this
measure
needed in
our project?

This outcome measure is linked to the reliability of the respiratory support bundle.
Reliable application of the bundle should result in the reduction of infants receiving
respiratory support who develop an associate pressure sore or tissue damage.

Measurement
definition

Count: number of days between infants receiving respiratory support who develop an
associate pressure sore or tissue damage.

Operational
definition

Pressure sore or tissue damage is defined as a grade two or above pressure sore. If
units have a locally defined pressure sore scale which they use the definition of pressure
sore is to be described explicitly and applied consistently.

Exclusions

Infants not receiving respiratory support

Stratifiers

May wish to differentiate between invasive and non-invasive mechanical ventilation

Data
collection
and sampling
method

No sampling. All infants receiving respiratory support should be included

Display

Days between

Baseline data
available?

No

Goal or
target

To be agreed locally.
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Measure name

Percentage compliance with Respiratory Care Bundle

Identifier

MVP1

Primary Driver

Safe, effective and reliable care

Type

Process

Why is this
measure
needed in our
project?

Reliable care when infants are receiving respiratory support reduces the potential for
harm. It is recognised that the clinical condition of some infants requires respiratory
support – using the respiratory bundle mitigates for the main risks

Numerator: number within the sample which demonstrated full compliance with the
respiratory support bundle
Measurement
definition

Denominator: sample infants where the respiratory support bundle was used
Percentage: numerator x 100
denominator
Respiratory Care Bundle*

Operational
definition

 Endo-tracheal tube stabilised to minimise tissue damage
 Oral care 3 – 4 hourly
 Humidification appropriate to clinical condition
 Appropriate respiratory secretion management
 Minimally invasive ventilatory support
 Appropriate blood gas measurement and oxygen saturations
 Administration of caffeine to support extubation.
*Provision of each of the bundle components should be appropriate to the infant’s
clinical condition. If during the care of the infant it is not clinically appropriate to
provide any of the respiratory care bundle components this does not constitute noncompliance as long as the reason for not complying is clearly documented in the case
notes.

Exclusions

Infants not requiring respiratory support

Stratifiers

You may wish to differentiate between invasive and non-invasive ventilation

Data collection
and sampling
method

Sampling: Select 5 infants receiving respiratory support per week or 20 per month to
review.

Display

Percentage, run chart – monthly reporting

Baseline data
available?

No

Goal or target

95% compliance with respiratory care bundle

If electronic systems are used, all patients may be included each month.
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Reduction in harm resulting from invasive lines
Measure name

Rate of central venous catheter related bloodstream infections (CRBSI)

Identifier

ILO1

Primary Driver

Safe, effective and Reliable care

Type

Outcome

Why is this
measure
needed in our
project?

This outcome measure is linked to the reliability of the CVC insertion and maintenance
bundles. Reliable application of the bundles should result in the reduction of CRBSI

Numerator: Total number of CRBSI in the month
Measurement
definition

Denominator: Total number of central venous catheter days in the month
Rate (per 1,000): numerator x
denominator

1000

A CRBSI is locally defined – each unit will have an explicitly defined diagnosis
definition which is applied consistently.

Operational
definition



A CVC is defined as any central venous access device which provides vascular
access to the central vascular system including umbilical lines, PICC and surgically
inserted central lines.
Septicaemias are associated with any micro-organism and not restricted to
staphylococcus aureus only
A CVC day is defined as any calendar day or part there of where the infant is
documented to have had central venous access insitu

Exclusions

Infants without CVC

Stratifiers

You may wish to differentiate between specific line types or anatomical placement of the
lines

Data collection
and sampling
method

No sampling. All infants with CVC insitu should be included

Display

Rate (per 1,000 CVC days). Run chart – monthly reporting.

Baseline data
available?

No

Goal or target

30% reduction
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Measure name

Days between central venous catheter related bloodstream infections (CRBSI)

Identifier

ILO1db

Primary Driver

Safe, effective and Reliable care

Type

Outcome

Why is this
measure
needed in our
project?

This outcome measure is linked to the reliability of the CVC insertion and maintenance
bundles. Reliable application of the bundles should result in the reduction of CRBSI and
therefore prolonged periods of time between diagnosis or acquisition within the unit

Measurement
definition

Count: number of days between diagnosis of CRBSI

A CRBSI is locally defined – each unit will have an explicitly defined diagnosis
definition which is applied consistently.

Operational
definition



A CVC is defined as any central venous access device which provides vascular
access to the central vascular system including umbilical lines, PICC and surgically
inserted central lines.
These septicaemias are associated with any organism and not restricted to
staphylococcus aureus
A CVC day is defined as any calendar day or part there of where the infant is
documented to have had central venous access insitu

Exclusions

Infants without CVC

Stratifiers

You may wish to differentiate between specific line types or anatomical placement of the
lines

Data collection
and sampling
method

No sampling. All infants with CVC insitu should be included

Display

Days between

Baseline data
available?

No

Goal or target

300 days between or no CRBSI
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Measure name

Rate of unplanned removal or dislodgement of central venous catheters (CVC)

Identifier

ILO2

Primary driver

Safe, effective and reliable care

Type

Outcome

Why is this
measure
needed in our
project?

Although inserting central venous access in many units is a daily occurrence, this
procedure is not without associated risk; unplanned removal of the CVC may result in
the infant having to undergo an unplanned repeat procedure. Complete or partial
dislodgement of the line may cause trauma at the insertion site or infiltration of infusate
to the surrounding cutaneous layers.
Reliable compliance with the maintenance bundle should result in the reduction of the
rate of this harm.
Numerator: Total number of unplanned removal or dislodged CVC in the month

Measurement
definition

Denominator: Total number of CVC days in the month
Rate (per 1,000): numerator x
denominator



Operational
definition

1000

A CVC day is defined as any calendar day or part thereof where the infant is
documented to have had a CVC in situ.
An unplanned removal is one where there is no documented decision to remove
the CVC prior to removal and may include removal due to:
o blockage
o rupture
o suspected or diagnosed line associated sepsis
o insertion site infection*
o dislodgement/misplacement
o line fracture – internal or external
o thrombophlebitis
o venous thrombosis
o extravasation.

*An insertion site infection is defined as a culture positive infection.

Prevention:
As per CVC insertion and maintenance measures.
Exclusions

Nil.

Stratifiers

You may wish to differentiate between specific line types or anatomical placement of
the lines.

Data collection
and sampling
method

No sampling. All infants with CVC in situ should be included.

Display

Rate (per 1,000 CVC days). Run chart – monthly reporting
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Baseline data
available?

No

Goal or target

To be agreed locally.
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Measure name

Percentage of infants with infiltration injury

Identifier

ILO4

Primary Driver

Outcome measure for the programme

Type

Outcome

Why is this
measure needed in
our project?

A malpositioned venous access line or continued use in the presence of signs and
symptoms of extravasation can result in significant tissue injury.
Reliable compliance with the maintenance bundles should result in the reduction of
the rate of this harm.
Numerator: Number of infants with venous access lines who develop an infiltration
injury

Measurement
definition

Denominator: Total number of infants with venous access lines
Percentage: numerator x
denominator

100

Operational
definition

Infiltration injury will be locally defined – each unit will have an explicitly defined
definition of infiltration injury which will be used routines to diagnose infiltration
injury.

Exclusions

Infant with no venous access

Stratifiers

May wish to differentiate between types of invasive lines

Data collection
and sampling
method

No sampling. All infants with invasive lines should be included

Display

Percentage run chart – monthly reporting

Baseline data
available?

Nil

Goal or target

30% reduction
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Measure name

Days between infiltration injury

Identifier

ILO4db

Primary Driver

Safe, effective and reliable care

Type

Outcome

Why is this
measure
needed in our
project?

Although inserting peripheral venous access is in many units a daily occurrence, this
procedure is not without associated risk. PVC not inserted correctly or left insitu too
long can result in infiltration injury.
Reliable compliance with the maintenance bundle should result in the reduction of the
rate of this harm and over time the time between infiltration injuries should prolong

Measurement
definition

Count: number of calendar days between diagnosis of infiltration injuries

Operational
definition

Infiltration injury will be locally defined – each unit will have an explicitly defined
definition of infiltration injury which will be used routines to diagnose infiltration injury.

Exclusions

Infants without venous access

Stratifiers

None

Data collection
and sampling
method

No sampling. All infants with venous access insitu should be included

Display

Days between diagnosis of infiltration injuries

Baseline data
available?

No

Goal or target

300 days between or no infiltration injuries
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Measure name

Percentage compliance with peripheral venous catheter (PVC) insertion bundle

Identifier

ILP2i

Primary Driver

Safe, effective and reliable care

Type

process

Why is this
measure
needed in our
project?

It is recognised that the clinical condition of some infants requires the insertion of
peripheral venous access – using the peripheral venous catheter insertion bundle ensures
reliable care during this procedure and helps mitigates for the main risks associated with
these devices, such as infiltration injury and delayed removal.
Numerator: number of infants where full compliance with the PVC insertion bundle is
demonstrated

Measurement
definition

Denominator: infants with PVC inserted
Percentage: numerator x
denominator

100

Operational
definition



Exclusions

Infants who do not have PVC sited

Stratifiers

None

Data collection
and sampling
method

Sampling: Select 5 infants with PVC inserted per week or 20 per month to review.

Display

Percentage run chart – monthly reporting

Baseline data
available?

No

Goal or target

95% compliance with the PVC insertion bundle

A peripherally sites venous catheter is defined as any invasive line which does not
access the central venous vasculature

If electronic systems are used, all patients may be included each month.
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Measure name

Percentage compliance with peripheral venous catheter (PVC) maintenance bundle

Identifier

ILP2m

Primary Driver

Safe, effective and reliable care

Type

process

Why is this
measure
needed in our
project?

It is recognised that the clinical condition of some infants requires the insertion of
peripheral venous access – using the peripheral venous catheter maintenance bundle
ensures reliable review and care during the time this device is insitu and helps mitigates
for the main risks associated with these devices, such as infiltration injury and delayed
removal.
Numerator: number of infants where full compliance with the PVC maintenance bundle is
demonstrated

Measurement
definition

Denominator: infants with PVC inserted
Percentage: numerator x
denominator

100

Operational
definition

A peripheral venous catheter is defined as any invasive line which does not access the
central venous vasculature

Exclusions

Infants who do not have PVC sited

Stratifiers

None

Data collection
and sampling
method

Sampling: Select 5 infants with PVC per week or 20 per month to review.

Display

Percentage run chart – monthly reporting

Baseline data
available?

No

Goal or target

95% compliance with the PVC maintenance bundle

If electronic systems are used, all patients may be included each month.
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Reduction of infection within the neonatal unit
Measure
name

Rate of late onset infection/1000 neonatal cot days

Identifier

DO1

Primary
driver

Safe, effective and reliable care

Type

Outcome

Why is this
measure
needed in our
project?

Late onset infection is a major cause of morbidity and mortality in neonates.
Reliable application of prevention bundles should result in the reduction of late
onset infection.

Numerator: Total number of incidences of late onset infection in the month
Measurement
definition

Denominator: Total number of neonatal cot days in the month
Rate (per 1000): numerator x
denominator

1000

Preferred: national definitions
Late onset infection:
•

Operational
definition

•

Sepsis or meningitis occurring after the age of 3 days (the day of birth is
defined as day 1, regardless of time of birth). Sepsis or meningitis is
diagnosed by positive blood or cerebrospinal fluid cultures of coagulase
negative Staphylococcus (CoNS) or bacterial pathogens other than CoNS.
If CoNS is recovered from a culture, several other criteria are applied to
define the event as a nosocomial infection:
•

(1) signs of generalised infection (such as apnoea, temperature
instability, feeding intolerance, worsening respiratory distress, or
haemodynamic instability) and

•

(2) intended treatment with 5 or more days of intravenous antibiotics
after the culture was obtained.

If both CoNS and another bacterial pathogen are recovered simultaneously
from a culture, the patient is coded to have only a late bacterial pathogen
and not CoNS.

CLABSI:
•

CLABSI is a primary laboratory confirmed late onset bloodstream infection
(i.e. after 72 hours) in a patient with a central line at the time of (or within
48 hours prior to) the onset of symptoms and the infection is not related to
an infection from another site. Cultures with the same organism taken
within 72 hours of each other will be counted as one positive episode.

NHS boards can use their preferred definition of late onset infection and CLABSI;
however, only one definition should be used within a board. If boards change their
definition to align with these preferred national definitions this should be annotated
within their data set.
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Prevention:
Sepsis bundle*
CVC insertion bundle
CVC maintenance bundle.
*Provision of each of the bundle components should be appropriate to the infant’s
clinical condition. If during the care of the infant it is not clinically appropriate to
provide any of the bundle components this does not constitute non-compliance as
long as the reason for not complying is clearly documented in the case notes.
If the bacterial pathogen/CoNS/fungus after day 3 is diagnosed:

Exclusions

-

At the ‘transferred from’ centre (outborn) before being admitted to your unit
OR

-

Within 4 hours of admission to your centre

-

OR

-

Infants admitted from home.

In addition, recurrence/recrudescence of a late-onset infection with the same
organism that had previously occurred at another hospital will not be considered to
be a late-onset infection that happened at your hospital unless the original case of
late infection had resolved and the infant had been off antibiotics for 1 week or
more.
Stratifiers

CLABSI

Data
collection
and sampling
method

All

Display

Rate (per 1000 neonatal cot days). Run chart – monthly reporting or days
between.

Baseline data
available?
Goal or target

To be agreed locally.
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Measure
name

Days between late onset infection

Identifier

DO1db

Primary Driver

Safe, effective and reliable care

Type

Outcome

Why is this
measure
needed in our
project?

Measurement
definition

This outcome measure is linked to the reliability of the central line insertion and
maintenance bundles and best practice guidance for sepsis prevention. Reliable
application of these should result in prolonged periods of time between diagnosis
or acquisition within the unit

Count: number of days between diagnosis of late onset infection.

Preferred: national definitions
Late onset infection:
•

Operational
definition

•

Sepsis or meningitis occurring after the age of 3 days (the day of birth is
defined as day 1, regardless of time of birth). Sepsis or meningitis is
diagnosed by positive blood or cerebrospinal fluid cultures of coagulase
negative Staphylococcus (CoNS) or bacterial pathogens other than CoNS.
If CoNS is recovered from a culture, several other criteria are applied to
define the event as a nosocomial infection:
•

(1) signs of generalised infection (such as apnoea, temperature
instability, feeding intolerance, worsening respiratory distress, or
haemodynamic instability) and

•

(2) intended treatment with 5 or more days of intravenous antibiotics
after the culture was obtained.

If both CoNS and another bacterial pathogen are recovered
simultaneously from a culture, the patient is coded to have only a late
bacterial pathogen and not CoNS.

CLABSI:
•

CLABSI is a primary laboratory confirmed late onset bloodstream infection
(i.e. after 72 hours) in a patient with a central line at the time of (or within
48 hours prior to) the onset of symptoms and the infection is not related to
an infection from another site. Cultures with the same organism taken
within 72 hours of each other will be counted as one positive episode.

NHS boards can use their preferred definition of late onset infection and CLABSI;
however, only one definition should be used within a board. If boards change their
definition to align with these preferred national definitions this should be annotated
within their data set.
If the bacterial pathogen/CoNS/fungus after day 3 is diagnosed:
Exclusions

-

At the ‘transferred from’ centre (outborn) before being admitted to your unit
OR
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-

Within 4 hours of admission to your centre

-

OR

-

Infants admitted from home.

In addition, recurrence/recrudescence of a late-onset infection with the same
organism that had previously occurred at another hospital will not be considered
to be a late-onset infection that happened at your hospital unless the original
case of late infection had resolved and the infant had been off antibiotics for 1
week or more.
Stratifiers

Nil

Data
collection and
sampling
method

No sampling. All infants.

Display

Days between

Baseline data
available?

No

Goal or target

To be agreed locally.
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Measure name

Percentage of infants receiving all components of the sepsis bundle.

Identifier

DP1

Primary Driver

Safe, effective and reliable care

Type

Process

Why is this
measure
needed in our
project?

Early and reliable treatment of sepsis reduces the infant’s risk of mortality and
morbidity. It is recognised that early intervention increases survival and that
each hours delay has an adverse effect on outcome.
Numerator: sample number of infants receiving all components of the sepsis
bundle

Measurement
definition

Denominator: total sample of infants identified as requiring sepsis bundle
Percentage: numerator x
denominator

100

Sepsis bundle*




Operational
definition

Physiological observations
Antimicrobial treatment commenced within 1 hour of suspected sepsis
Blood cultures and other appropriate microbiology samples collected
and sent to the laboratory
 Monitor fluid output
 Oxygen therapy as clinically appropriate
 Fluids as clinically appropriate
 Clinical markers obtained as appropriate
*Provision of each of the bundle components should be appropriate to the
infant’s clinical condition. If during the care of the infant it is not clinically
appropriate to provide any of the respiratory care bundle components this does
not constitute non-compliance as long as the reason for not complying is clearly
documented in the case notes.

Exclusions

Infants not identified as requiring the sepsis bundle

Stratifiers

None

Data collection
and sampling
method

Sampling: Select 5 patients per week or 20 per month to review.

Display

Percentage run chart – monthly reporting

Baseline data
available?

No

Goal or target

95% compliance with the Sepsis bundle

If electronic systems are used, all patients may be included each month.
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Measure name

Percentage of at-risk observations identified that are acted upon and have
appropriate interventions undertaken within the postnatal ward

Identifier

DO3

Primary driver

Safe, effective and reliable care

Type

Outcome

Why is this
measure
needed in our
project?

This outcome measure is linked to the reliability of the observation and
monitoring bundle as well as the identification of at-risk infants. Reliable
application of the bundles should result in the reduction of cases where
observations are not appropriately acted on and/or inappropriate interventions
undertaken.
Numerator: Number of incidences where ‘at-risk’ observations are acted on and
appropriate interventions are carried out within the postnatal ward.

Measurement
definition

Denominator: number of incidences of “at-risk” observations within the postnatal
ward.
Percentage: numerator x
denominator

100

Operational
definition

Each board is expected to have a clearly defined escalation process to support
the appropriate and timely referral and treatment of deteriorating and
deteriorated infants.

Exclusions

Observations within normal limits.

Stratifiers

Nil
Sampling: Select five incidences of ‘at-risk’ observation per week or 20 per
month to review.

Data collection
and sampling
method

Sampling method:




Review inpatient NEWS charts each week until five ‘at-risk’ observations
identified.
Determine if appropriate action according to NEWS guidance and local
pathways was adhered to.
If less than five per week please include all.

Display

Percentage, reported on a run chart – monthly reporting

Baseline data
available?

No

Goal or target

95% compliance with measure
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Measure name

Percentage of at-risk observations identified that are acted upon and have
had appropriate interventions undertaken prior to admission to the neonatal
unit.

Identifier

DO4

Primary driver

Safe, effective and reliable care

Type

Outcome

Why is this measure
needed in our
project?

This outcome measure is linked to the reliability of the observation and monitoring
bundle as well as the identification of at-risk infants. Reliable application of the
bundles should result in the reduction of cases where observations are not
appropriately acted on and/or inappropriate interventions undertaken
Numerator: number of incidences where ‘at risk’ observations are acted on and
appropriate interventions are carried out for infants prior to admission to the
neonatal unit.

Measurement
definition

Denominator: number of incidences of ‘at risk’ observations for infants prior to
admission to the neonatal unit.
Percentage: numerator x
denominator

Operational definition

100

Each board is expected to have a clearly defined escalation process to support
the appropriate and timely referral and treatment of deteriorating and deteriorated
infants
Observations within normal limits

Exclusions
Infants admitted from external units
Stratifiers

Nil
Sampling: Review five admissions to the neonatal unit with ‘at risk’ observations
from the postnatal ward per week or 20 per month.
If less than five per week please include all.

Data collection and
sampling method

Sampling method:
On admission to the neonatal unit from the postnatal ward, NEWS charts should
be reviewed to determine if all ‘at risk’ observations prior to admission were
appropriately actioned.

Display

Percentage, reported on a run chart – monthly reporting

Baseline data
available?

No

Goal or target

95% compliance with measure
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Measure name

Percentage of term infants admitted to the neonatal unit who have not
previously been identified as “at risk”

Identifier

DP4

Primary driver

Safe, effective and reliable care

Type

Process

Why is this
measure needed
in our project?

The identification of at-risk infants and the provision of care by a standardised
pathway for that condition increases the reliability of the care provided.

Numerator: Number of unplanned, inpatient term admissions to the neonatal unit
who had not previously been identified as at risk.
Measurement
definition

Denominator: Number of unplanned, inpatient term admissions to the neonatal
unit.
Percentage: numerator x
denominator

Operational
definition

100

An infant identified as ‘at-risk’ will be on a NEWS chart and be following an
appropriate pathway of care.
No inpatient term infants should be admitted to the neonatal unit unmonitored.

Exclusions

Nil

Stratifiers

Nil

Data collection
and sampling
method

Sampling: Select five unplanned, inpatient term admissions per week or 20 per
month to review.
If less than 20 per month all unplanned, inpatient term admissions to be included.
If electronic systems are used, all patients may be included each month.

Display

Percentage run chart – monthly reporting

Baseline data
available?

No

Goal or target

95% compliance with this measure
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Measure name

Percentage of infants discharged to home or postnatal wards on breast milk

Identifier

NO1

Primary Driver

Safe, effective and reliable care

Type

Outcome

Why is this
measure
needed in our
project?

WHO suggests that exclusive breastfeeding of infants for the first six months has
several advantages over exclusive breastfeeding for a period of three to four months,
including a lower risk of gastrointestinal infection for the baby1

Numerator: number of s discharged on breast milk
Measurement
definition

Denominator: total number infants discharged
Percentage: numerator x
denominator

100

Operational
definition

This will include any maternal breast milk.

Exclusions

Nil

Stratifiers

None

Data collection
and sampling
method

No sampling

Display

Percentage, run chart – monthly reporting

Baseline data
available?

No

Goal or target

95% compliance with this measure

1

http://www.thecochranelibrary.com/details/collection/1018443/Breastfeeding.html#Ref_3
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Measure name

Percentage compliance with nutrition bundle.

Identifier

NP1

Primary Driver

Safe, effective and reliable care

Type

Process

Why is this
measure
needed in our
project?

Establishing effective feeding for infants is essential to support their development both
physiologically and psychologically. The bundle components contribute to establishing
feeding as well as supporting maternal / carer bonding.
Numerator: number within sample which demonstrates full compliance with the nutrition
bundle

Measurement
definition

Denominator: sample of infants
Percentage: numerator x
denominator

100

Planned admissions
 Provide information and support for lactation pre & post-natally
Following admission


Operational
definition

Mum to express breast milk within 24 hours of admission if infant unable to feed
independently
 Consider donor milk in appropriate infants
 Opportunity for skin-to-skin contact at least daily – if appropriate to clinical
condition
 Mouth care with expressed breast milk
For infants on Total Parenteral Nutrition (TPN)



Daily review of continued need for TPN
Consider and commence trophic feeding as soon as clinically appropriate

Exclusions

Nil

Stratifiers

You may wish to stratify for infants receiving TPN and you may wish to stratify for planned
admission and non-planned admissions

Data collection
and sampling
method

Sampling: select 5 infants where the nutrition bundle was used per week or 20 per month

Display

Percentage, run chart – monthly reporting

Baseline data
available?

No

Goal or target

95% compliance with the nutrition bundle

If electronic systems are used, all patients may be included each month.
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Measure name

Percentage of newborn infants with completed newborn screening as per policy

Identifier

SO1

Primary Driver

Safe, effective and Reliable care

Type

Outcome

Why is this
measure
needed in our
project?

Compliance with nationally approved screening programme is essential to ensure early
detection and treatment of potentially life altering conditions

Numerator: Total number of newborn infants without completed newborn screen
Operational
definition

Denominator: Total number of newborn infants requiring newborn screening
Percentage: numerator x
denominator

100

Exclusions

Newborn infants who did not require newborn screen

Stratifiers

None

Data collection
and sampling
method

No sampling. All neonates requiring newborn screening are included

Display

Percentage, run chart – monthly reporting

Baseline data
available?

no

Goal or target

95% compliance newborn screening
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Measure name

Percentage of blood transfusions undertaken without pre-transfusion checklist

Identifier

SO2

Primary Driver

Safe, effective and Reliable care

Type

Outcome

Why is this
measure
needed in our
project?
Numerator: Total number of newborn infants without pre-transfusion checklist
Operational
definition

Denominator: Total number of newborn infants receiving transfusions
Percentage: numerator x
denominator

100

Exclusions

Newborn infants who did not receive blood transfusions

Stratifiers

None

Data collection
and sampling
method

No sampling. All neonates receiving blood transfusions are included

Display

Percentage, run chart – monthly reporting

Baseline data
available?

no

Goal or target

30% reduction
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Measure name

Percentage of infants who are not screened for retinopathy of prematurity at the
appropriate time

Identifier

SO3

Primary Driver

Safe, effective and Reliable care

Type

Outcome

Why is this
measure
needed in our
project?

Retinopathy of Prematurity (ROP) can be mild and may resolve spontaneously, but it may
lead to blindness in serious cases. All preterm babies are at risk for ROP, and very low
birth weight is an additional risk factor. Both oxygen toxicity and relative hypoxia can
contribute to the development of ROP.
Numerator: Total number of infants not screened for retinopathy of prematurity at the
appropriate time

Operational
definition

Denominator: Total number of infants eligible to be screened for retinopathy of
prematurity
Percentage: numerator x
denominator

100

Exclusions

Infants who are not eligible to be screened for retinopathy of prematurity

Stratifiers

None

Data collection
and sampling
method

No sampling. All infants eligible are included

Display

Percentage, run chart – monthly reporting

Baseline data
available?

no

Goal or target

30% reduction
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Measure name

Percentage of high risk infants who are referred for hip screening

Identifier

SO4

Primary Driver

Safe, effective and Reliable care

Type

Outcome

Why is this
measure
needed in our
project?

If infants are not screened for developmental dysplasia of the hip at the correct time in the
event that there is abnormality in the joint corrective intervention may be required
including surgical intervention. Late detection may also result in delays in the infant’s
development.
Numerator: Total number of high risk infants referred for hip screening

Operational
definition

Denominator: Total number of high risk infants eligible to be referred for hip screening

Exclusions

Infants who are not eligible to be referred for hip screening

Stratifiers

None

Data collection
and sampling
method

No sampling. All infants eligible are included

Display

Percentage, run chart – monthly reporting

Baseline data
available?

no

Goal or target

95% compliance with screening referrals

Percentage: numerator x
denominator
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Measure name

Percentage of infants who are referred for hearing screening

Identifier

SO5

Primary Driver

Safe, effective and Reliable care

Type

Outcome

Why is this
measure
needed in our
project?

The early identification of hearing loss is known to be important for a child’s development.
One to two babies in every 1,000 are born with a hearing loss in one or both ears. Most of
these babies are born into families with no history of hearing loss 2
Numerator: Total number of infants referred for hearing screening

Operational
definition

Denominator: Total number of infants eligible to be referred for hearing screening

Exclusions

Infants who are not eligible to be referred for hearing screening

Stratifiers

None

Data collection
and sampling
method

No sampling. All infants eligible are included

Display

Percentage, run chart – monthly reporting

Baseline data
available?

no

Goal or target

30% reduction

2

Percentage: numerator x
denominator

100

http://www.screening.nhs.uk/cms.php?folder=2495
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Measure name

Percentage compliance with the newborn screening bundle

Identifier

SP1

Primary Driver

Safe, effective and reliable care

Type

Process

Why is this
measure
needed in our
project?

The national newborn screening programme is an essential safeguard for children's health
- and a good example of effective preventive medicine in the NHS. 3

Numerator: number of newborns in sample which demonstrate full compliance with the
newborn screening bundle
Operational
definition

Denominator: sample of newborn infants where the newborn screening bundle was used
Percentage: numerator x
denominator

100

Exclusions

Newborn infants where the newborn screening bundle was not required

Stratifiers

None

Data collection
and sampling
method

Sampling: select 5 newborn infants where the newborn screening bundle was used per
week or 20 per month

Display

Percentage, run chart – monthly reporting

Baseline data
available?

No

Goal or target

95% compliance with the Newborn screening bundle

3

If electronic system used, all patients may be included

http://newbornbloodspot.screening.nhs.uk/nationalprogramme
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Measure name

Percentage compliance with the pre-transfusion checklist - OneSpot

Identifier

SP2

Primary Driver

Safe, effective and reliable care

Type

Process

Why is this
measure
needed in our
project?

Appropriate implementation of nationally approved care for infants receiving transfusions
is essential to ensure safe transfusion practice as well as reliable screening

Operational
definition

Numerator: number of infants where full compliance with the pre-transfusion checklist is
demonstrated
Denominator: total number of infants receiving blood transfusions
Percentage: numerator x 100
denominator

Exclusions

Infants who did not receive blood transfusions

Stratifiers

None

Data collection
and sampling
method

Sampling: select 5 newborn infants where the newborn screening bundle was used per
week or 20 per month
If electronic system used, all patients may be included

Display

Percentage, run chart – monthly reporting

Baseline data
available?

No

Goal or target

95% compliance
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Medicines

Measure name

Percentage of prescriptions of [locally identified drug] where the correct
concentration, rate & dose are prescribed.

Identifier

HRMO1

Primary Driver

Safe, effective and reliable care

Type

Outcome

Why is this
measure
needed in our
project?

The use and administration of drugs with narrow therapeutic window is an essential part of
care for some infants and without this therapy their survival maybe greatly reduced. This
measure is included to ensure that this therapy is provided in a safe way minimising the
potential for error and adverse outcome.
Numerator: number of infants where prescription of [ locally identified drug] with correct
concentration, rate and dose is demonstrated

Measurement
definition

Denominator: infants with [ locally identified drug] prescribed
Percentage: numerator x
denominator

100

High risk drugs are defined as


Operational
definition




Medications that bear a heightened risk of causing significant patient harm when
they are used in error4.
Have a low therapeutic index5
medicines that present a high risk when administered via the wrong route or when
other systems errors occur

Exclusions

Infants who are not prescribed [ locally identified drug]

Stratifiers

None

Data collection
and sampling
method

To be determined by local numbers

Display

Percentage run chart – monthly reporting

Baseline data
available?

No

Goal or target

100% compliance with measure

4
5

If more than 20 infants are prescribed [locally identified drug] per month sampling is
appropriate if less than 20 then include all infants in the population.

http://www.ismp.org/selfassessments/hospital/2011/definitions.pdf
http://www.health.vic.gov.au/qum/hrm.htm
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Measure name

Days between incidences involving high risk drugs

Identifier

HRMO2db

Primary Driver

Safe, effective and Reliable care

Type

Outcome

Why is this
measure
needed in our
project?

The use and administration of drugs with narrow therapeutic window is an essential part of
care for some infants and without this therapy their survival maybe greatly reduced. This
measure is included to ensure that this therapy is provided in a safe way minimising the
potential for error and adverse outcome.

Measurement
definition

Count: number of days between incidences involving high risk drugs



An incident is locally defined, the definition needs to be specific enough to allow
consistent application and the return of meaningful data to support quality
improvement activity
High risk drugs are defined as
Operational
definition





Medications that bear a heightened risk of causing significant patient harm when they
are used in error6.
Have a low therapeutic index7
medicines that present a high risk when administered via the wrong route or when
other systems errors occur

Exclusions

None

Stratifiers

None

Data collection
and sampling
method

No sampling. All incidences involving high risk drugs should be included

Display

Days between

Baseline data
available?

No

Goal or target

300 days between or no incidences involving high risk drugs

6
7

http://www.ismp.org/selfassessments/hospital/2011/definitions.pdf
http://www.health.vic.gov.au/qum/hrm.htm
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Measure name

Percentage infants receiving Gentamicin where the blood levels are within
therapeutic parameters

Identifier

HRMGO1

Primary Driver

Safe, effective and reliable care

Type

Outcome

Why is this
measure
needed in our
project?

The use and administration of drugs with narrow therapeutic window is an essential part of
care for some infants and without this therapy their survival maybe greatly reduced. This
measure is included to ensure that this therapy is provided in a safe way minimising the
potential for error and adverse outcome.
Numerator: number of infants receiving Gentamicin therapy where the blood levels are
within therapeutic range

Measurement
definition

Denominator: infants with Gentamicin prescription
Percentage: numerator x
denominator

Operational
definition



100

Appropriate therapeutic levels for the individual or locally agreed unit parameters

Exclusions

Infants who are not prescribed Gentamicin

Stratifiers

None

Data collection
and sampling
method

To be determined by local numbers

Display

Percentage run chart – monthly reporting

Baseline data
available?

No

Goal or target

100% of review prescriptions

If more than 20 infants are prescribed Gentamicin per month sampling is appropriate if
less than 20 then include all infants in the population.
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Measure name

Percentage compliance with Gentamicin bundle

Identifier

HRMGP1a

Primary Driver

Safe, effective and reliable care

Type

process

Why is this
measure
needed in our
project?

The use and administration of drugs with narrow therapeutic window is an essential part of
care for some infants and without this therapy their survival maybe greatly reduced. This
measure is included to ensure that this therapy is provided in a safe way minimising the
potential for error and adverse outcome.
Numerator: number of infants where full compliance with the Gentamicin bundle is
demonstrated

Measurement
definition

Denominator: infants with Gentamicin prescription
Percentage: numerator x
denominator


Operational
definition





100

Prescribed using 24 hour clock & drug prescribing documentation modified to prevent
accidental double prescribing
Staff used appropriate personal protective equipment (PPE) during preparation and
administration
Double checking prompt used during preparation and administration
Dose administrated within 1 hour of prescribed time

Exclusions

Infants who are not prescribed Gentamicin

Stratifiers

None

Data collection
and sampling
method

To be determined by local numbers

Display

Percentage run chart – monthly reporting

Baseline data
available?

No

Goal or target

95% compliance with the Gentamicin bundle

If more than 20 infants are prescribed Gentamicin per month sampling is appropriate if
less than 20 then include all patients in the population.
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Measure name

Percentage of prescriptions of Gentamicin where the correct concentration, rate &
dose are prescribed.

Identifier

HRMGP1b

Primary Driver

Safe, effective and reliable care

Type

Process

Why is this
measure
needed in our
project?

The use and administration of drugs with narrow therapeutic window is an essential part of
care for some infants and without this therapy their survival maybe greatly reduced. This
measure is included to ensure that this therapy is provided in a safe way minimising the
potential for error and adverse outcome.
Numerator: number of infants where prescription of Gentamicin with correct
concentration, rate and dose is demonstrated

Measurement
definition

Denominator: infants with Gentamicin prescribed
Percentage: numerator x
denominator

100

Definitions of:
Operational
definition





Exclusions

Infants who are not prescribed Gentamicin

Stratifiers

None

Data collection
and sampling
method

To be determined by local numbers

Display

Percentage run chart – monthly reporting

Baseline data
available?

No

Goal or target

100% of Gentamicin prescriptions will have no errors relating to concentration, rate and
dose.

Correct concentration
Correct rate
Correct dose

If more than 20 infants are prescribed Gentamicin per month sampling is appropriate if
less than 20 then include all infants in the population.
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Measure name

Percentage infants receiving Vancomycin where the blood levels are within
therapeutic parameters

Identifier

HRMVO1

Primary Driver

Safe, effective and reliable care

Type

Outcome

Why is this
measure
needed in our
project?

The use and administration of drugs with narrow therapeutic window is an essential part of
care for some infants and without this therapy their survival maybe greatly reduced. This
measure is included to ensure that this therapy is provided in a safe way minimising the
potential for error and adverse outcome.
Numerator: number of infants receiving Vancomycin therapy where the blood levels are
within therapeutic range

Measurement
definition

Denominator: infants with Vancomycin prescription
Percentage: numerator x
denominator

Operational
definition



100

Appropriate therapeutic levels for the individual or locally agreed unit parameters

Exclusions

Infants who are not prescribed Vancomycin

Stratifiers

None

Data collection
and sampling
method

To be determined by local numbers

Display

Percentage run chart – monthly reporting

Baseline data
available?

No

Goal or target

100% of reviewed charts

If more than 20 infants are prescribed Vancomycin per month sampling is appropriate if
less than 20 then include all infants in the population.
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Measure name

Percentage compliance with Vancomycin bundle

Identifier

HRMVP1

Primary Driver

Safe, effective and reliable care

Type

Process

Why is this
measure
needed in our
project?

The use and administration of drugs with narrow therapeutic window is an essential part of
care for some infants and without this therapy their survival maybe greatly reduced. This
measure is included to ensure that this therapy is provided in a safe way minimising the
potential for error and adverse outcome.
Numerator: number of infants where full compliance with the Vancomycin bundle is
demonstrated

Measurement
definition

Denominator: infants with Vancomycin prescription
Percentage: numerator x
denominator




Operational
definition

100

Prescribe using 24 hour clock format
Review of current dose and blood levels prior to prescribing
Double check process during preparation and administration

Exclusions

Infants who are not prescribed Vancomycin

Stratifiers

None

Data collection
and sampling
method

To be determined by local numbers

Display

Percentage run chart – monthly reporting

Baseline data
available?

No

Goal or target

95% compliance with Vancomycin bundle

If more than 20 infants are prescribed Vancomycin per month sampling is appropriate if
less than 20 then include all infants in the population.
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Teamwork, Communication and Collaboration
Measure name

Percentage of exchanges that use a high quality SBAR

Identifier

TP1

Primary Driver

Team work, Communication and Collaboration

Type

Process

Why is this
measure
needed in our
project?

To determine if staff are using high quality SBARs in locally agreed communication
processes.

Numerator: number of communications that included a high quality SBAR
Measurement
definition

Denominator: total number of communications reviewed
Percentage: numerator x
denominator

100



To comply with this measure the following two criteria must be meet:
1. The agreed communication process must use an SBAR format
2. The SBAR must be of high quality.



SBAR communication methodology includes the use of ‘Situation’, ‘Background’,
‘Assessment’ and ‘Recommendation’ to communicate critical information
The quality of an SBAR is assessed by asking the recipient to confirm that they
received all the information they needed. If they require any additional information
then the SBAR would not be considered high quality.
Local teams should determine how to assess and record the quality of the SBAR (e.g.
an SBAR form could include a prompt to record if any additional information was
requested at the end of the SBAR exchange. Alternatively, an ‘Ask 5’ approach may
be used in real time after the completion of an SBAR exchange)
Compliance with this measure should be assessed using a communication exchange
process that locally has been agreed that SBAR format should be used (e.g. transfers,
hand over)


Operational
definition




Exclusions

No exclusions

Stratifiers

Units may wish to produce separate local reports on the use of SBARs at various points
(e.g. transfers, handover, admissions, discharges etc) to assist in identifying areas that
are working well and areas that require improvement.
Review a sample of 15 – 20 SBAR communications each month (e.g. review of SBAR
forms or ‘ask 5’ approach).

Data collection
and sampling
method

For example if it is agreed that all transfers between wards should be communicated and
documented using an SBAR form then the numerator and denominator would be below:

Numerator: the total number of case notes in which the ward transfer was communicated
using SBAR methodology of high quality
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Denominator: the total number of case notes that included a transfer between wards
Calculate the percent using SBAR by dividing the numerator by the denominator and then
multiplying the resulting proportion by 100.
Display:

Percentage run chart – monthly reporting of individual elements and overall compliance

Baseline data
available?

Nil

Goal or target

95% of exchanges that use a high quality SBAR
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Measure name

Percentage compliance with the daily safety brief

Identifier

TP2

Primary Driver

Team work, Communication and Collaboration

Type

Process

Why is this
measure
needed in our
project?

To assess compliance with the implementation and quality of daily safety briefs in the
neonatal setting

Numerator: the total number of working days each month that a safety brief occurred
satisfying the two elements defining high quality
Measurement
definition

Denominator: the total number of working days in the month
Percentage: numerator x
denominator

100

There are two key aspects to the implementation of safety briefs:



To ensure that safety briefs are held at least once a day
To ensure that the safety briefs are of high quality, defined as:
1. Core staff were in attendance (agreed locally)
2. Core content was covered (agreed locally)
About safety briefs:


Operational
definition

Safety brief are a simple tool that front-line staff can use to share information about
potential safety problems and concerns on a daily basis
 Local teams must agree the core staff that should be present at a safety brief
 Local teams must agree the standard core content of the safety brief
When conducting safety briefings the minimum starting point should be to convene at
least one safety brief each day. One of the keys to successful safety briefings, however, is
to make sure that the information generated in the briefing session is passed along to the
next shift. If, for example, the safety brief is held at the start of the day shift then the
information gathered during this session should be passed along to the second shift and
then after adding their findings they should pass the briefing on to the next shift and so on.
This cascading approach to information transfer is a central part of knowledge
management and creating a culture of safety.
For more information on conducting safety briefs you can link to the IHI website. Type
‘Safety Briefings’ in the search box in the upper right corner of the home page and you will
obtain the list of resources.

Exclusions

No exclusions

Stratifiers

Ward level data
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Data collection
and sampling
method

No sampling – data should be collected daily and reported monthly.

Display:

Percentage run chart – monthly reporting of individual elements and overall compliance

Baseline data
available?

Nil

Goal or target

95% compliance with the daily safety brief bundle
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Measure name

Percentage of infants with a documented consultation with parents by an
experienced clinician of the neonatal team within 24 hours of admission

Identifier

TP3

Primary Driver

Team work, Communication and Collaboration

Type

Process

Why is this
measure
needed in our
project?

Parents / carers are integral members of the care provision team and should be
encouraged and supported to participate in the planning and decision making about their
infants care.
Numerator: the total number of infants with a documented consultation with parents by an
experienced clinician of the neonatal team within 24 hours of admission
Denominator: the total number of infants admitted per month
Percentage: numerator x
denominator

100

Operational
definition

An experienced clinician is to be defined locally determined by the level of service
provided - each unit will have an explicitly defined definition which is applied consistently.

Exclusions

No exclusions

Stratifiers

Ward level data

Data collection
and sampling
method

No sampling.

Display:

Percentage, run chart – monthly reporting

Baseline data
available?

Nil

Goal or target

95% compliance with the requirement to undertake a documented consultation within 24
hours of admission
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Leadership and Culture
Measure name

Number of safety walk rounds including hospital and senior leadership

Identifier

LP1

Primary Driver

Leadership and Culture

Type

Process

Why is this
measure
needed in our
project?

Safety walk rounds provide an opportunity for leaders to obtain an overview of the safety
issues, performance and structure of the system and a means to provide guidance for
improving the system. Safety walk rounds have been demonstrated as an intervention that
may improve the safety culture of the unit.

Measurement
definition

Numerator: Number of safety walk rounds including hospital and senior leadership



Operational
definition






Safety walk rounds within neonatal units should be conducted by a recognised
leader/manager and frontline staff working at the date and time that the walk round
has been agreed.
Neonatal safety walk rounds need not be in addition to the any existing Executive
Leadership walk rounds that may be in place as part of SPSP Acute Adult that include
the neonatal unit.
Neonatal unit leaders/managers should consider the approach of asking staff ‘What
matters to you?’ or ‘What keeps you awake at night?’
A list of action items arising, including a nominated person responsible (who has the
ability/authority to unlock any barriers to improvement in identified issues) for each
action, should be completed after each walk round.
The action list should also identify the timeframe in which the team believes the action
should be completed.

Exclusions

No exclusions

Stratifiers

Units may wish to separate data out into the various ward settings, where applicable (e.g.
NICU, SCBU, Nursery etc).

Data collection
and sampling
method

No sampling - a count is required each month to confirm how many safety walk rounds
occurred. This may be as few as one per month or as frequent as one per week. It is
recommended that at least one safety walk round is been completed each month.

Display:

Count, run chart – number per month

Baseline data
available?

No

Goal or target

At least one walk round per month in each unit
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Measure name

Percentage of actionable items being completed each month

Identifier

LP2

Primary Driver

Leadership and Culture

Type

Process

Why is this
measure
needed in our
project?

A key element to the success of the Safety Walk rounds is the timely response to actions
arising during a walk round. This measure provides an indication of the proportion of
actions arising that are completed within the expected timeframe.
Numerator: the total number of identified actions completed (of those that the team
expected to complete within the current reporting period: each month)

Measurement
definition

Denominator: the total number of identified actions that the team expected to complete
within the current reporting period (each month)
Percentage: numerator x
denominator


Operational
definition

100

The term ‘completed’ is defined as an action that has been brought to an end,
finalised or concluded. For example, if an action identified during a walk rounds was
"better communication with the patients about their daily schedules" and a decision
was made to place white boards in the patient's room where a nurse would write the
patient's scheduled tests, procedures, consults, etc. for the next day, this would be
considered an action that has been completed once the white boards are in place.

Exclusions

No exclusions

Stratifiers

Nil

Data collection
and sampling
method

No sampling – the list of action items identified from the previous month that are due for
completion should be audited to confirm which action items have been completed within
the expected time frame.

Display:

Percentage run chart – monthly reporting

Baseline data
available?

Nil

Goal or target

100% of actions are completed within the expected time frame.
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Person Centred Care
Measure name

Percentage user satisfaction

Identifier

PCO1

Primary Driver

Person-centred care

Type

Outcome

Why is this
measure
needed in our
project?

Continual monitoring of feedback from service users allows the provision of a service
which meets the needs of the users while also providing high quality care.

Numerator: number of families providing positive feedback on their experiences of using
the neonatal services
Measurement
definition

Denominator: total number of families using the neonatal services
Percentage: numerator x
denominator

100

Operational
definition
Exclusions

none

Stratifiers

None

Data collection
and sampling
method

No sampling. All families eligible are included

Display

Percentage, run chart – monthly reporting

Baseline data
available?

no

Goal or target

increase in satisfaction with the locally provided service
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Measure name

Percentage of families utilising the opportunity to feedback on their experience of
using the neonatal service

Identifier

PCP1

Primary Driver

Person-centred care

Type

Process

Why is this
measure needed
in our project?

Neonatal units in Scotland are committed to providing high quality service which focuses
on the needs of the baby and family by responding to the families’ cultural and religious
preferences, needs and values8

Numerator: number of families providing feedback on their experiences of using the
neonatal services
Measurement
definition

Denominator: total number of families using the neonatal services
Percentage: numerator x
denominator

100

Operational
definition

 All families should be invited to provide feedback on the neonatal service provided to
their infant
 Each unit will develop a locally appropriate mechanisms to obtain feedback from
service users
 Each unit to record the number of families providing feedback on their experience of
using the service.

Exclusions

None

Stratifiers

None

Data collection
and sampling
method

No sampling. All families of infants are included

Display

Count run chart – monthly reporting

Baseline data
available?

no

Goal or target

30% increase in families providing feedback

8

http://www.scotland.gov.uk/Resource/0041/00415230.pdf
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